Vera C. Rubin Observatory

Data Management Monthly Report
August 2022
High-level Summary
Community Interactions, Meetings and Workshops

DM held an all-hands meeting at the 2022 Project and Community Workshop (PCW) At the PCW, we
had a lot of interaction with other subsystems and the science community. DM team presented or cohosted at least the following sessions:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

The Science PIpelines Team appeared for a panel discussion at Update from Science Pipelines
Eric Bellm co-hosted Multi-Messenger Astronomy with Rubin Observatory
Ian Sullivan, Nima Sedaghat, and Eric Bellm presented at Difference Image Analysis
Meredith Rawls presented at Satellite Constellations
Lee Kelvin co-hosted a session on Low Surface Brightness Science with Rubin: Unlocking
LSST's Discovery Domain
Nate Lust demonstrated analysis_tools at Onboarding for SIT-Com In-Kind Contributions
Merlin Fisher-Levine hosted sessions on Instrument Signature Removal and Characterization of
the LSST Camera and Introduction to the Auxiliary Telescope (AuxTel), Its Data &
Commissioning
Josh Meyers hosted a session on Active Optics Commissioning
Sophie Reed, Lee Kelvin, and Josh Meyers co-hosted a session on Source Injection in the Rubin
Pipelines
Eli Rykoff hosted a session on Bootstrapping Photometric Calibration
Fred Moolekamp and Erfan Nourbakhsh presented at Deblending: Plans and Challenges
Leanne Guy, Gregory Dubois Feldsman and Eric Bellm, presented the LINCC session
Leanne Guy presented on the status of Alert Brokers to the Science Advisory Committee.
Frossie Economou ran a Coffee with the RSP developers session.

DM Scientist + DM Calibration scientist ran the Calibpalooza 2-day hybrid workshop at SLAC to define
and document the end-to-end LSST calibration strategy. About 20 Rubin staff from across all subsystems
attended. The workshop was a huge success with many very fruitful discussions.
DM Scientist supported the DESC meeting (virtually) as DESC liaison, and many DM members attended.

Technical Progress
A new set of simulations was created including asteroids close to the sun for testing the remaining edge
cases of heliolinc.
The Table Access Protocol (TAP) service has had performance improvements following scale testing.
The developer infrastructure was transitioned from NCSA to the USDF at SLAC. The last vestige of the
Gen2 Middleware was removed from the Science Pipeline
The summit computer room was powered off two times due to failures in the power grid. Given these
events, improvements were made to the startup procedure so the computer room can now be recovered in
1 day instead of the previous 3 days.
The new deployment basis for managing scalar data (Sasquatch) was rolled out on the summit in parallel
to the previous EFD system for comparison testing
Data egress out of NCSA was completed on August 29, 2022. Final system shutdown of Rubin systems at
NCSA started.

Risk Management
The DM Risk Register was reviewed in the monthly process. No new risks were added and no significant
changes were made to the existing exposure.

Milestone Summary
Milestones Completed
Milestones Delayed
DM-DRP-27: Object generation: association and assembly of (DIA, coadd, etc.) sources to form objects.
Due: 2022-03-01
The basic functionality to associate DIASources and coadd objects into Objects exists, and Gen3 provides
the framework to add this to the data release processing. We will wait to claim this milestone until it is
run regularly in ci_hsc_gen3 or during the monthly reprocessing of precursor data. Expected June 30
2022.

DM-DRP-13: PSF estimation over the full visit
Due 2022-03-01
Pending the integration of PIFF (PSFs in the Full FOV), which is scheduled to start summer 2020 on
activity DM-25319, continuing into Fall as activity DM-26785, and Spring 2021 as activity DM-27958.
Completion criteria is limited to PIFF integration and enabling its feature to fit in sky coordinates.
DM-DRP-29: Moving point source model fitting now available
Due 2022-03-01
This milestone was originally a component of multifit. Multifit is no longer part of the DM baseline. It
was reprioritized as a component of astrometric fitting, and will be addressed during 2021. Completion
expected Sept 2022.
DM-DRP-37: Artifact rejection and background matching during coadd construction
Due 2022-03-01
Artifact rejection steps are complete and well tested. Background matching is regarded as a scientifically
lower priority, and will be addressed during calendar year 2022. The background matching
implementation was demonstrated on SDSS data, but we will claim it complete after demonstrating on
HSC which has a more complex instrumental background.

Alerts Pipeline
DM-AP-12: Difference imaging is now agnostic to the PSF of the template image
Due: 2022-03-01
We were unable to claim this milestone due to problems discovered during validation of the image
differencing pipeline. The image differencing pipeline is being refactored to improve maintainability and
fix the problems that were discovered.
DM-AP-10: Advanced single frame measurement pipeline for Alert Production
Due 2022-03-01
The necessary upgrades, including using a full focal plane distortion model for astrometric calibration in
single frame processing, are all complete. We are waiting to claim this milestone until after verification
tests have been completed.

Science User Interface and Tools
Science Data Archive & Application Services

Detailed Project Progress
1.02C.01: System Management
Current accomplishments
The DM Project Manager attended at least some of the camera pumped coolant review and prepared for

and attended the JSR red team review. Worked on the SRF5 schedule. Chaired the DM all hands at the
PCW and attended for the week.

Planned activities
The DM Project Manager will finish JSR prep and attend the JSR.

1.02C.02.01: Data Management Science
Current accomplishments
The DM Subsystem Scientist:
● Ran the Calibpalooza 2-day hybrid workshop to define and document the end-to-end calibration
strategy. About 20 Rubin staff from across all subsystems attended.
● Attended the Rubin PCW, presented the Rubin Science Platform in the LINCC session and the
status of Alert Brokers to the SAC.
● Attend the DESC meeting (virtually) as DESC liaison.

Other DM System Science Team (DM-SST) activities include:
● Jeff Carlin continues work on the DM acceptance test campaign
● DM Science reviewed the user facing interfaces to support per-source SED corrections in
catalogs in advance of the Calibpalooza workshop
● Eli Rykoff led interactive discussions at the CalibPalooza workshop

Planned activities
The DM Subsystem Scientist will:
● Attend the JSR in Tucson
● Follow up on the CalibPalooza workshop
● Submit LCR to review networking requirements on Summit to Base network ownership
● Submit LCR to review requirements on DM intermediate data products
Other DM Science Team (DM-SST) Activities will include:
● Conclude on the RSP-A and DM acceptance test campaigns
● Review of AFS requirement review & ANTARES partnership
● Review of timeseries periodicity features
● Eric Bellm will give a presentation to the PST on Alert Production readiness.

1.02C.02.02: DM System Architecture
Current accomplishments

Architecture
The Architecture Team worked hard to transition the developer infrastructure away from NCSA,
including setting up Jenkins workers, providing a "shared stack" installation of the Science Pipelines,
deploying a temporary version of image transfer and ingest, and moving petabytes of data.
In the area of release management and verification, the first release candidate for v24 of the Science
Pipelines was generated. Many GitHub repositories that are no longer distributed as part of the Science
Pipelines (mostly because they are now included via conda-forge) were designated as "legacy". In the
docsteady tool, a Plan document was added to the test plan report generation - it does not contain the
execution state of the tests.
Several build issues were fixed, including enabling the capture of log files when Jenkins builds time out.
Presentations were prepared for the Project and Community Workshop and for the upcoming Joint Status
Review. DMTN-223 describing the user batch system was updated to reflect current thinking. A Hybrid
Cloud diagram for USDF was developed, and a sizing estimate for Summit disk storage was generated.
Risks were proposed emerging from the scope increase in Supplemental Funding Request 5.
The DM System Interfaces Scientist:
● Completed a test plan for LDM-503-RSPa and is carrying it out. Various minor bugs reported.
● Participated in IVOA CSP meeting. Substantial interest in our desire to move to APIs that are
more JSON-oriented (which does not necessarily mean using JSON for bulk data - VOTable, or
Parquet, or whatever, could still be used there).
● Vetted and improved the Felis schema for the ForcedSourceOnDiaObject table.
● Found and corrected an error in the ivoa.ObsCore Felis metadata, added missing metadata for
Rubin-specific extra columns.
Middleware
●
●
●
●
●
●

The middleware team received an AURA Team award for their work on the butler system.
Analyzed possible options for the integration of ObsCore with the Butler registry.
Attended the Project and Community Workshop in Dove Mountain.
Prepared the release notes for the upcoming v24 pipelines release.
Many small improvements to the execution system (enhancement to graph-backed butler,
cleanups of edge cases).
In conjunction with pipelines developers, removed all vestiges of the Gen2 middleware from the
codebase.

Planned activities
Architecture
Next month, the Architecture Team will support the Joint Status Review and continue with the USDF
transition.

Middleware
●
●

Prototype the ObsCore/Butler integration.
Clean up the Butler registry query interface.

1.02C.03: Alert Production
Current accomplishments
02C.03.00 – Management and Leadership
●

The AP team prepared multiple presentations for the 2022 Project and Community Workshop.

02C.03.01 – Single Frame Processing
●

No work was completed in this WBS element.

02C.03.02 – Catalog Association for Alert Production
●

No work was completed in this WBS element.

02C.03.03 – Alert Distribution System
●

No work was completed in this WBS element.

02C.03.04 – Alert Generation Pipeline
●

●

Develop tools for machine learning classification [DM-34936] :
○ Create cutouts around detected DIA sources for prototype real-bogus classifier [DM35138]
○ Adopt the full-science inference code from original TransiNet [DM-35708]
AP Algorithm development and data analysis [DM-34935]:
○ Reprocess DECam HiTS dataset with Fakes [DM-34710]
○ Reprocess HSC Cosmos dataset with Fakes [DM-34711]
○ Assist with DC2 AP processing [DM-35709]

02C.03.05 – Tools for Science Pipelines
●

●

Emergent work for AP [DM-34931]:
○ Remove accidental Doxygen comments for namespace lsst [DM-22823]
○ Add tests of sky source handling in transform DiaSourceCat [DM-35331]
○ Deprecate and move ap_pipe_testdata to legacy [DM-35843]
○ Remove unnecessary connection from DetectAndMeasureTask [DM-36043]
AP pipeline infrastructure [DM-34930]:
○ Task initialization should validate the config [DM-971]
○ Remove Gen 2 support from verify [DM-33256]

○
○
○
○
○

Use --fail-fast in ap_verify to halt execution on first error [DM-34586]
Fix dev guide links in "tune your shell for git" [DM-35388]
Create mocks of the new image differencing for ap_verify [DM-35721]
Turn off compatibility mode for image differencing [DM-35817]
Add refcat name arg to ReferenceObjectLoader init [DM-35871]

02C.03.06 – Solar System Processing
●

Solar system processing [DM-34929]:
○ Create test data for heliolinc with asteroids close to the sun [DM-34294]

02C.03.07 – Transform Fitting on Stacks of Images
●

No work was completed in this WBS element.

02C.03.08 – Integration
●

Integration of the AP pipeline [DM-34932]:
○ Allow Prompt Processing to set up a local repo with existing files [DM-35051]

Planned activities
02C.03.00 – Management and Leadership
●

Sullivan and Bellm will Prepare materials for the Joint Status Review.

02C.03.01 – Single Frame Processing
●

No work is scheduled in this WBS element.

02C.03.02 – Catalog Association for Alert Production
●

No work is scheduled in this WBS element.

02C.03.03 – Alert Distribution System
●

Restart the prototype Alert Distribution system.

02C.03.04 – Alert Generation Pipeline
●
●
●
●
●

Compare AP Pipe processing of DECam data using community pipeline-supplied and Science
Pipelines-produced calibration products.
Run ap_verify using Gen 3 middleware using HSC COSMOS, DECam HiTS, and DC2 datasets.
Continue development of regular test and QA procedures based on Hyper Suprime-Cam data.
Adopt the new analysis_tools framework for AP diagnostic plots and metrics.
Add sky objects to different imaging metrics.

02C.03.05 – Tools for Science Pipelines
●
●
●
●
●

Convert existing documentation to numpydoc format.
Pipeline and repository restructuring to follow RFC-775.
Add a DC2 dataset to CI.
Performance tuning of pipelines.
Testing the Prompt Processing prototype.

02C.03.06 – Solar System Processing
●

Test the integration of the Solar System object association pipeline with AP

02C.03.07 – Transform Fitting on Stacks of Images
●

No work is scheduled in this WBS element

02C.03.08 – Integration
●

Test the integration of the Solar System object association pipeline with AP

Staffing update
●

Brianna Smart and Erin Howard joined the AP team at UW in August.

1.02C.04: Data Release Production
Current accomplishments
02C.04.00 – Management and Leadership
●

●

Eli Rykoff co-hosted the Calibpalooza workshop which defined and documented the full end-toend strategy for LSST calibration. Chris Waters, Andrés Plazas, Clare Saunders, and Jim Bosch
also attended.
Prepared and presented sessions at the 2022 Project and Community Workshop:
○ The science pipelines team appeared for a panel discussion at Update from Science
Pipelines
○ Eric Bellm co-hosted Multi-Messenger Astronomy with Rubin Observatory
○ Ian Sullivan, Nima Sedaghat, and Eric Bellm presented at Difference Image Analysis
○ Meredith Rawls presented at Satellite Constellations
○ Lee Kelvin co-hosted a session on Low Surface Brightness Science with Rubin:
Unlocking LSST's Discovery Domain
○ Nate Lust demonstrated analysis_tools at Onboarding for SIT-Com In-Kind
Contributions
○ Merlin Fisher-Levine hosted sessions on Instrument Signature Removal and
Characterization of the LSST Camera and Introduction to the Auxiliary Telescope

○
○
○
○

(AuxTel), Its Data & Commissioning
Josh Meyers hosted a session on Active Optics Commissioning
Sophie Reed, Lee Kelvin, and Josh Meyers co-hosted a session on Source Injection in the
Rubin Pipelines
Eli Rykoff hosted a session on Bootstrapping Photometric Calibration
Fred Moolekamp and Erfan Nourbakhsh presented at Deblending: Plans and Challenges

02C.04.01 – Software Primitives
●

Continued removing code that depends on Generation 2 middleware [DM-35773, DM-35772]

02C.04.02 – Calibration Products
●

●

●
●

Updated the overscan correction code to enable the correction to operate in both serial and
parallel directions, as Camera Team tests indicate this may be needed on some detectors [DM33429].
Added calibration verification tests for the gains and read noise measured from photon transfer
curve (PTC) datasets [DM-30171]. Implemented "fast" gain calculation from flat pairs to
supplement full PTC fits [DM-34785, DM-35790].
Added support for the all-sky camera to the RubinTV observing tool [DM-36059].
Minor bug fixes and improvements:
○ Fixed type error in photon transfer curve masks [DM-35807].
○ Updated photon transfer curve least squares weights [DM-35687].
○ Fixed inconsistent dataset type name [DM-35118].
○ Fixed charge transfer inefficiency runtime failures [DM-35821].

02C.04.03 – Image Characterization
● Integrated into the Science Pipelines the Task that converted the high-resolution HIPS-compatible
HPX coadds into a HIPS directory tree following https://www.ivoa.net/documents/HiPS/. [DM34689] This is the same task that was used to generate the HIPS tree for DP0.2.
● FGCM maintenance [DM-35836]
02C.04.04 – Coaddition
●

No work was completed on this WBS element

02C.04.05 – Detection and Deblending
●

No work was completed on this WBS element

02C.04.06 – Characterization and Measurement
●

No work was completed on this WBS element

02C.04.07 – Maintenance, Quality and Documentation

●

In preparation for demonstrating the analysis tools at the PCW, we continued porting plots and
metrics [DM-35623]. Prepared a notebook that runs example analysis tools on the RC2_SUBSET
(from the getting started guide on pipelines.lsst.io)

Planned activities
02C.04.00 – Management and Leadership
●

Attend the AMCR and JSR

02C.04.01 – Software Primitives
●

Continue porting to gen3 many of the continuous integration and regression tests that depend on
gen2 middleware.

02C.04.02 – Calibration Products
●
●
●
●

Support LATISS observations and continue development of processing pipeline for dispersed
exposures.
Identify and implement missing instrument signal removal (ISR) functionality discussed during
the Calibpalooza meeting at SLAC.
Continue calibration verification for linearity and fringing.
Improve summit OCPS calibration scripts to prevent processing blocking subsequent scripts.

02C.04.03 – Image Characterization
●

Modify PSF Class’s method to compute aperture flux to pad with zeros in case where aperture is
larger than the PSF kernel image.

02C.04.04 – Coaddition
●

Toward the prototype edge-free, small-cell coadds for shear measurement, write an abstract base
task for building cell-based coadds

02C.04.05 – Detection and Deblending
●

Continue commissioning Scarlet Lite

02C.04.06 – Characterization and Measurement
●

No work is planned on this WBS

02C.04.07 – Maintenance, Quality and Documentation
●

Continue building out analysis_tools

Staffing update



None.

1.02C.05: Science User Interface & Tools
This WBS supports the activities of the Science Platform Scientist Gregory Dubois-Felsman, which are
reported under the Architecture (1.02C.02.02) and DM Science (1.02C.02.01) teams. An additional
fractional FTE is used to support bug fixes on Firefly which are not reported here in detail.

1.02C.06: Science Data Archive & Application Services
Current accomplishments
02C.06.00 Management & Leadership
●

Team attended (remote) the 2022 Project and Community Workshop.

02C.06.01.01 Catalogs, Alerts and Metadata
●

No work was carried out in this WBS element this month.

02C.06.01.02 Image and File Archive
●

No work was carried out in this WBS element this month.

02C.06.02.01 Data Access Client Framework
●

Management of work for this WBS element has been transferred to ARCH, and corresponding
progress for this and future months will be reported in that section (02C.02.02) of this report.

02C.06.02.02 Web Services
●

Management of work and staffing for this WBS element have been transferred to SQuaRE, and
corresponding progress for this and future months will be reported in that section (02C.10) of this
report.

02C.06.02.03 Query Services
●
●
●
●
●
●

Gates fixed issues with LIMIT query optimization [DM-31124, DM-32655].
Salnikov investigated the feasibility of providing the ObsCore table as a view on Butler registry
[DM-35532].
Mueller added logging config support to worker containers [DM-35743].
Mueller added some additional trace logging to RelationGraph [DM-35744].
Gaponenko began work on support for reference match tables in the Qserv ingest system.
Gaponenko began investigation into the current state Qserv integration test suites and queries.

02C.06.02.04 Image Services
●

Management of work and staffing for this WBS element have been transferred to SQuaRE, and
corresponding progress for this and future months will be reported in that section (02C.10) of this
report.

02C.06.02.05 Catalog Services
●

No work was carried out in this WBS element this month.

02C.06.03 Task Framework
●

Salnikov fixed an error that occurred when running pipetask with DatasetRef being None [DM35752].

Planned activities
02C.06.00 Management & Leadership
●

Mueller to attend (remote) the 2022 Joint Status Review.

02C.06.01.01 Catalogs, Alerts and Metadata
●

No work is planned for this WBS element in the upcoming month.

02C.06.01.02 Image and File Archive
●

No work is planned for this WBS element in the upcoming month.

02C.06.02.03 Query Services
●
●
●

Gaponenko, Gates, and Hanushevsky and Mueller to continue Qserv profiling, tuning, and
performance optimization.
Mueller to address connection reset and timeout issues at the Qserv mysql proxy layer, to address
issues discovered during recent load testing campaigns.
Jammes to implement enhancements to Qserv Kubernetes tooling as necessary, and continue
work on Argo-based ingest workflow.

02C.06.02.05 Catalog Services
●

No work is planned for this WBS element in the upcoming month.

02C.06.03 Task Framework
●

Salnikov to continue with enhancements/fixes to the task framework in support of ongoing Gen3
middleware development.

Staffing update
●

Nothing to report at this time.

1.02C.07: LSST Data Facility
The management team at NCSA:
●
●

●

Continued regular steering meetings for internal oversight over all technical areas of the LSST
Data Facility.
Continued participation with LDF Infrastructure meetings, Data Management Leadership Team,
Commissioning meetings, ComCam meetings, AuxTel meetings, Telescope & Site meetings,
T/CAM meetings, CCB, In2p3, LSST Science Platform meetings.
Continue with regular reporting of financials, time reporting for EVO, EPIC reporting and other
accounting activities

C02C.07.06 LDF Production Services
● Continued monthly reprocessing of each the RC2 and DC2 datasets to support software stack
testing and pipeline code development on a monthly cadence for each including running fakes
which is a separate run. These are done for Gen3 once a month.
● NCSA does a CI-HSC-Gen3 run every week (usually Thursday/Friday) with the new weekly
making sure that the new weekly build didn’t break the other pipeline tasks.
02C.07.07 Data and Compute Services


The htcondor flock for batch, slurm nodes, GPFS file systems, login and devl* systems and the
RSP environment is extremely stable. NCSA computing services ended for general use on
August 17, 2022. The systems stayed up in support of data egress until August 29, 2022. The
computing services at NCSA have now transitioned to SLAC.

02C.07.08 LDF Service Software
●

New generic header service is being worked on.

●

Support continues for the OODS at the summit and Tucson Test Stand which includes ingestion
for the support of the summit systems needing access to the images.

●

The data backbones transfer and ingestion at NCSA both require continued support for new
releases and changes to butler as needed.

●

OODS now follows the DM software stack deployed in the current T&S-provided container. The
DBBBM (data backbone buffer manager) is deployed independently of that version.

●
●

Batch Production Services continues support with Panda plug-ins and other work in tickets. We
are also working with the BL folks on integrating Panda.
DBB (Rucio) designs and tools are being worked on at NCSA with the LSST Arch team. This

will enable auto ingest as files arrive at different locations by Rucio, and subsequent “butler” data
will also be sent as needed to compliment files such as other metadata.

02C.07.09 ITC and Facilities
●

●

We continued responding to incidents and requests concerning as-is development systems and
services, as well as addressing emerging hardware and system needs, and reviewing vulnerability
reports and performing security reviews for system changes. These services ended August 29th,
2022.
We assisted with the data migration from NCSA to SLAC. We extended the original final
shutdown data from August 15, 2022 to August 29, 2022, in support of the data migration.

Planned activities
02C.07.05 LSST Data Facility Management, Service Architecture, and Project Controls
The management team at NCSA plans to:
●
●

●

Complete and upload to P6 planning activities for the next development cycle.
Continue participation with the Science System Team, Data Management Leadership Team, Data
Management Change Control Board, Comcam/ATS meetings, In2P3 monthly meeting, RSP,
CCB, upper management meetings and Commissioning Team meetings.
continue with contracts and budgets.

02C.07.06 LDF Production Services
●
●

We will continue monthly DC2, RC2. We will also continue to run the RC2 with the same
weekly for Gen3 and transfer this knowledge to SLAC.
We will continue to support the batch, login nodes, SLURM nodes, devl* nodes, and RSP
environment as needed.

02C.07.07 Data and Compute Services
●
●

We will continue work to support Butler ingests for the OODS.
We will continue working through support tickets for supporting the env. We are also working
on supporting the data transfer through Rucio and other tools for data transfer to SLAC.

02C.07.08 LDF Service Software
●
●

We continue to support the Header Service and OODS with updates to the latest T&S container
software and other modifications as necessary.
We will continue to work on the Rucio to Butler ingest mechanism.

02C.07.09 ITC and Facilities

●

We finished the data migration out of NCSA.

Staffing update
●

none

1.02C.08: International Communications & Base Site
02C.08.01 – Infrastructure
●

●

The summit computer room was powered off two times due to failures in the power grid. Given
these events, improvements were made to the startup procedure so the computer room can now be
recovered in 1 day instead of the previous 3 days.
Comcam was installed in the TMA and fibers were connected.

02C.08.03.01 – Chile National WAN
Summits - AURA Gatehouse Network
●

Nothing to report.

La Serena - AURA Gatehouse:
●

Nothing to report

Santiago-La Serena:
●
●

3 unplanned outages in the main link for a total of ~404 hours.
1 unplanned outage in the backup link for a total of 4 hours

DWDM:
●

Nothing to report

02C.08.03.02 – International Chile–US WAN
100 Gbps Managed Ring:
●

The network infrastructure to support Vera Rubin is operational and considered production. A
dedicated 100G path is provisioned from Miami to Sao Paulo leveraging a DWDM optical ring in
Florida and the Monet submarine system connecting Boca Raton to Sao Paulo.

Miami - Boca Raton - Atlanta:
●

There were no new developments since the last monthly report. The network infrastructure to
support Vera Rubin is operational and considered production. A dedicated 100G path is

provisioned from Miami to Sao Paulo leveraging a DWDM optical ring in Florida and the Monet
submarine system connecting Boca Raton to Sao Paulo.
São Paulo – Miami Spectrum:
●

The network infrastructure to support Vera Rubin is operational and considered production. A
dedicated 100G path is provisioned from Miami to Sao Paulo leveraging a DWDM optical ring in
Florida and the Monet submarine system connecting Boca Raton to Sao Paulo.

São Paulo – Santiago Spectrum:
●

The Vera Rubin 100G wave from Century Link/Santiago to Porto Alegre/Brazil is ready to use.
RNP is working with carriers and ISPs to swap fibers in the segment from Porto Alegre to São
Paulo. RNP has no new developments to report.

Planned activities
02C.08.03.01 – Chile National WAN
Summits - AURA Gatehouse Network:
● No planned activities
La Serena - AURA Gatehouse:
● No planned activities
Santiago-La Serena:
● No planned activities
DWDM:
● No planned activities
02C.08.03.02 – International Chile–US WAN
100 Gbps Managed Ring:
● No planned activities.
Management and Coordination Contract:
● No planned activities
Miami - Boca Raton - Atlanta:
● The 100G link from Boca Raton to Atlanta is planned to be installed in FY23.
São Paulo – Miami Spectrum:
● No planned activities.
São Paulo – Santiago Spectrum:
● RNP will continue working with CLARA and local providers to install the path to support the
Vera Rubin Observatory project.

Staffing update
●

No staff updates.

1.02C.10: Science Quality and Reliability Engineering
Current accomplishments
Interesting developments include:
●
●

●

●

●
●

We made some changes to our authorisation service as a result of the USDF ramp up since SLAC
authentication does not implement user private groups
We added a capability to our parametrized notebook execution service, Times Square, that allows
parametrized notebooks to be validated and previewed in a continuous integration flow. The full
release of the service to staff is holding on summit->USDF data flow.
A bug that prevented RSP users from running Emacs in the JupyterLab terminal emulation
uncovered an issue with our ability to deploy the system of our own forks due to the way
upstream is packaged. We figured it out, and also the bug was resolved.
We replaced part of Sasquatch, the infrastructure that backs inter alia our Engineering Facilities
Database so that MirrorMaker2 (which replicates our kafka traffic across sites) is now managed
by Strimzi to take advantage of the latter’s superior Kubernetes support. Sasquatch was also
rolled out on the summit in parallel to the previous EFD system to run in parallel in preparation
for the switchover.
We performed and resolved some issues uncovered during scale testing of our TAP service
(which also productively stressed the Qserv service)
We participated in the Project Community Workshop, including hosting a large and engaged
audience in our “Coffee with the RSP developers” session.

Figure: a parametrized notebook is validated during a pull request and the results are directly available
for visualization from the Github interface.

Planned activities
●
●
●
●
●

First-look release of the sphinx documentation theme
JupyterHub 3.x upgrade
Improve user experience with tutorial notebook provision
Switch over to Sasquatch at the summit
Gafaelfawr consistency checking

Staffing update
The team’s product owner / science lead has been on FMLA since the beginning of the year due to serious
illness. We are considering various creative options for supporting our shortfall in this area until he
recovers.

